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Equivariance in GAN Critics
Abstract
Equivariance allows learning a representation that disentangles an entity or a
feature from it’s meta-properties. Spatially-equivariant representations lead to
more detailed representations that can capture greater information from the
image space in comparison to spatially-invariant representations. Convolutional
Neural Networks, the current work-horses for image based analysis are built with
baked-in spatial-invariance which helps in tasks like object detection. However,
tasks like image synthesis that require learning an accurate manifold in order to
generate visually accurate and diverse images would suffer due to the
incorporated invariance. Equivariant architectures like Capsule Networks prove
to be better critics for Generative Adversarial Networks as they learn
disentangled representations of the meta-properties of the entities they
represent. This helps the GANs to learn the data manifold much faster and
therefore, synthesize visually accurate images in significantly lesser number of
training samples and training epochs in comparison to GAN variants that use
CNNs. Apart from proposing architectures that incorporate Capsule Networks
into GANs, the thesis also assesses the effects of varying amounts of invariance
over the quality and diversity of the images generated.
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With recent advances in deep learning, machine learning algorithms have evolved
to such an extent that they can compete and even defeat humans in some tasks,
such as image classification on ImageNet [6] and playing Go [36]. However, it is
hard to conclude that those algorithms have true “intelligence”, since knowing
how to do something does not necessarily mean understanding something, and it
is critical for a truly intelligent agent to understand its tasks. To put this quote at
the header of the chapter, in the case of machine learning - for machines to
understand their input data, they need to learn to create the data. Themost
promising approach is to use generative models that learn to discover the essence
of data and find a best distribution to represent it.
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The task of image synthesis involves generating photo-realistic images from a
given description from a given dataset. This description could be just random
variables, some text or selective features inherent to the manifold of images from
which the new image is being synthesized from. This task requires the use of
generative models that can learn rich representations of the data and use the
learned mapping in order to generate new images. There are many variants of
algorithms like boltzmann machines [14], variational auto-encoders [19] and
generative adversarial networks (GAN) [9] that have shown promising results in
this domain. However, GANs have found significant popularity because of the
ability to be trained completely via back-propagation, as well as impressive results
despite the challenges in training them.
While there are many variants of the basic GAN architecture, the core ideas
have crystallized and recent innovations revolve around specializing GANs to aid
in very specific applications. Deep Convolutional Neural Networks [24] have
been the work-horses for the task of image synthesis for a while. DCGANS, [31]
use CNNs as discriminators and Deconvolutional Neural Networks [44] as
generators. CNNs capture localized features through the layers over varying
granularity and use max-pooling to incorporate positional invariance of these
features captured in an image. Despite providing the required variance in
positions of the local features for learning global representations (in a limited
manner), pooling leads to a form of lossy compression of the image features.
Also, [32] shows that the use of pooling helps CNNs only in the earlier epochs of
the training and the CNNs that have been trained over greater number of epochs
learn smoother filters that achieve the same performance as the CNNs with
pooling layers that have been trained over similar number of epochs. Thus,
rendering the employment of pooling layers unnecessary. CNN filters run
convolutions over localized areas and through the successive layers try to greater
translational invariance.
Invariance is a special case of equivariance, which is a mathematical property
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of a representation which encodes information of transformations applied to the
entity in the representation. This is achieved by disentangling the information
regarding the original entity and the transformation applied to it. Invariance
simply does not disentangle this information and doesn’t encode any
meta-features about the entity, essentially losing out information that might be
useful for further analysis. Extending this idea, CNNs progressively learn
spatially-invariant representation of the input images and end up learning limited
spatial-relations between the features present in the image [15, 33].
In a GAN, the discriminator is the module that drives the loss functions for
both, itself and the generator. Especially, the critic inWGAN [2, 34], judges the
quality of the images generated critiquing them with a score that corresponds to
the distance of the synthesized images to the real image manifold. Thus, it is
essential in the critic reaches optimality so that it can provide better gradients for
the generator. In a scenario where the critic itself is occluded from the true
manifold due to lossy invariant properties inherent in its architecture, the driving
gradients will not be optimal for the generator. If the critic can view the real
manifold in a more informative manner, then it can make better judgments.
Disentangling the meta-information regarding an entity would aid in such a
scenario as such a representation would be better for showing the
presence/absence of an entity and the information it carries with itself.
Capsule Networks[33] incorporate spatially-equivariant representation which
can aid in mitigating the problem of learning equivariant and disentangled
representations of the data. Capsules are a group of neurons whose activity
vector represents the instantiation parameters of a specific type of entity, such as
an object, and the length of this activity vector represents the probability of the
existence of the entity that the vector represents. Capsule Networks incorporate
positional-equivariance as opposed to positional-invariance between the features
of an image by using Dynamic Routing between Capsules. The attention-like
Routing algorithm between layers allows Capsules from a given layer to learn the
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Epochs MNIST Fashion-MNIST
CNN CapsNet CNN CapsNet
1 91.09 98.51 48.72 84.25
2 93.53 92.22 73.99 86.53
3 95.04 99.41 75.36 87.91
4 96.30 99.58 78.64 88.97
5 97.17 99.63 81.02 90.05
Table 1.1.1: Capsule Network v/s Convolutional Neural Network test accu-
racy comparison(%)
contributions from the relevant Capsules from the previous layer. This leads to
Capsule Networks learning a richer representation of the features present in the
images along with the relations between them on a more global scale.
A simple experiment on the speed of learning of Capsule Networks in
comparison to CNNs of similar number of trainable parameters and learning rate
was an initial motivation for this thesis. Referring Table 1.1.1, we can see a
significant improvement in performance in terms of accuracy, as well as the
learning speed. This does show to a certain degree that the representations that
the Capsules are learning are much better for classification.
Therefore, we explore Capsule Network, a spatially-equivariant network as a
critic in aWGAN. Amore powerful critic that can model the manifold better and
reach optimality faster can provide better gradients for the generator to learn.
Thus, helping the generator synthesize images of greater visual fidelity while
seeing significantly lesser number of samples in comparison toWGANs that use a
CNN critic.
Following are the contributions of this paper:
1. GAN architecture with an equivariant critic that can learn disentangled
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representations
2. A Split-Auxiliary critic architecture for using Capsule Networks for
conditional image synthesis
3. Quantitative analysis of the images synthesized by our proposed
architectures and comparison with CNN based architectures
4. Analysis of how equivariance and invariance in the critic of the GAN can
affect the synthesis of new images
1.2 Key ideas
1.2.1 Equivariance is better than Invariance
Spatial-equivariance helps the networks learn better representations as they are
able to disentangle the information about the entities they encode and their
meta-properties. This is in comparison to spatially-invariant representations
which don’t store relationships and meta-features about features/entities they
represent.
Capsule Networks are based on the principal of positional equivariance
whereas, CNNs are based on the principal of positional invariance of the features.
Convolutional Neural Networks lose the spatial relationships between features
through successive layers especially if using max-pooling as it brings greater
positional-invariance and proves as a lossy form of feature compression. Capsule
networks are able to learn the features and the relations between them better than
Convolutional Neural Networks because the Primary Capsule layer looks at all
the the features of the input image and the routing process determines the set of
global features that contribute to a capsule in the Secondary Capsule layer. Also,
the fact that each Capsule encodes the properties of the entity/feature it
represents, enables Capsule Networks to model the distribution in greater
granularity, making themmore robust to small affine transformations [33].
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1.2.2 Better the critic, better the generator
The concept of using aWasserstein-1 distance as a loss metric [34] requires
replacing a discriminator, that outputs the probability of an image being real or
fake with a critic that assigns a high score to a real image. The critic is trained to
maximize theWasserstein-1 distance between the scores assigned to the real and
fake images whereas the generator is trained to increase the score that the critic
churns out for the images it synthesized. The true gradients being more
meaningful, guide the generator to synthesize more realistic images consistently.
The better the gradients, the better the generator learns but for the gradients to be
of healthy, the critic must reach optimality. Therefore, the faster the critic reaches
the optimality, the faster the generator learns. The quality of the gradients also
depends on the capability of the critic to learn the image manifold since, a poorly
learned distribution wont give accurate scores to the images. Therefore, the better
the critic learns the manifold, the better the generator gets. Apart from better
visual fidelity, it promotes diversity in the images that are generated as
equivariance leads to much better mapping of images over the manifold.
Referring to the previous section, we see that the principal of feature
equivariance helps Capsule Networks perform better than the CNNsmodelled
after feature invariance. The improvement in performance comes in the form of
learning the distribution faster and better. Therefore, replacing the CNN critic
with a Capsule Network should present us with improvements in the the quality
and reduction in the amount of data required to synthesize images with visual
fidelity.
1.2.3 Critiquing and classification are supplementary
Critiquing requires the critic to learn the distribution of the real images and
generate high scores to the images that belong to them. Whereas, classification
requires that the classifier learn the key features occurring in the dataset of images
and use them to classify the the images according to the features present in them.
As described in [29], the using class information for training a GAN aids the
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GAN to model the structure better. Being able to learn features that play a key
role in discriminative tasks can help the critic learn more about the distribution.
Capsule Networks have achieved state-of-the-art performance for classification.
This points into a direction where Capsule Networks can be used to extract
discriminative features that can help in critiquing. Instead of of using an
ensemble of a generator and a classifier, we use a split-auxiliary architecture,
where the network remains same for the critique as well as the classifier up till the
last layer and the penultimate layer feeds its features to two different layers with
different purposes. This helps the Primary Capsule layer learn the features
necessary for discrimination while also building structure in features to help the





Majorly there are two types of machine learning models: Generative and
Discriminative [28]. Discriminative models learn the conditional probability of
the class of a given data point. Let X and Y be the observable and target variables
respectively, then, it can be said that Discriminative model is a statistical model of
the conditional distribution, P(Y|X). In contrast to this, Generative models learn
the joint probability distribution of X and Y, given by P(X, Y). For a given
instance x, Generative models classify it to a target class that maximizes the
likelihood of P(Y,X = x). Alternatively, according to [1], a generative model is a
model of the conditional probability of the observable X, given a target y,
symbolically, P(X|Y = y).
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Discriminative models, as opposed to generative models, do not allow one to
generate samples from the joint distribution of observed and target variables.
However, for tasks such as classification and regression that do not require the
joint distribution, discriminative models can yield superior performance (in part
because they have fewer variables to compute) [22, 28, 38]. On the other hand,
generative models are typically more flexible than discriminative models in
expressing dependencies in complex learning tasks. In addition, most
discriminative models are inherently supervised and cannot easily support
unsupervised learning. Application-specific details ultimately dictate the
suitability of selecting a discriminative versus generative model.
Some examples of discriminative models are Linear Regression, Logistic
Regression, support vector machines whereas, GaussianMixture Models, Naive
Bayes Classifier and Autoencoders are Generative Models.
2.2 Equivariance and Invariance
Two key mathematical properties of image representations are - equivariance and
invariance. Equivariance looks at how the representation changes upon
transformations of the input image. Let the function φ transform an image x∈ χ
into a vector φ(x) ∈ Rd. A representation φ is equivariant with a transformation
g of the input image if the transformation can be transferred to the representation
output. Formally, equivariance with g is obtained when there exists a map
Mg : Rd → Rd such that:
x ∈ χ : φ(g(x)) = Mgφ(x) (2.1)
The structure of the mappingMg should be simple, for example a linear function.
Also, by requiring the same mappingMg to work for any input image, intrinsic
geometric properties of the representations are captured.
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Invariance is a special case of equivariance obtained whenMg acts as the
identity map. Invariance is often regarded as a key property of representations
since one of the goals of computer vision is to establish invariant properties of
images. For example, the presence of objects contained in an image is invariant to
viewpoint changes.
The problem of designing invariant or equivariant representations has been a
popular task in computer vision. Deep CNNs and related state-of-the-art
architectures, are deemed to build an increasing amount of invariance layer after
layer. This is even more explicit in the scattering transform [35]. There are other
many architectures that try to learn equivariant representations [5, 20, 41].
Capsule Networks [15, 33] try to extract invariant local descriptors and add
equivariant transformations over them.
2.3 CNNs
In deep learning, a convolutional neural network (CNN, or ConvNet) is a class of
deep neural networks, most commonly applied to analyzing visual imagery.
Convolutional networks were inspired by biological processes[7, 8, 16, 25] in
that the connectivity pattern between neurons resembles the organization of the
animal visual cortex. Individual cortical neurons respond to stimuli only in a
restricted region of the visual field known as the receptive field. The receptive
fields of different neurons partially overlap such that they cover the entire visual
field. A convolutional neural network consists of an input and an output layer, as
well as multiple hidden layers. The hidden layers of a CNN typically consist of
convolutional layers, RELU layer i.e. activation function, pooling layers, fully
connected layers and normalization layers.[17]
Description of the process as a convolution in neural networks is by
convention. Mathematically it is a cross-correlation rather than a convolution
10
Figure 2.3.1: Typical architecture of a Convolution Neural Network which
consists of Convolutional layers, Pooling layers and/or Fully Connected layers.
Convolutional Kernels provide localized feature activation whereas Pooling
layers reduces computation and also provides greater invariance properties to
the network.
(although cross-correlation is a related operation). This only has significance for
the indices in the matrix, and thus which weights are placed at which index. Each
convolutional neuron processes data only for its receptive field, thereby reducing
the number of parameters in a layer significantly in comparison to that required
to process an image by a fully connected layer.
Apart from convolution layers, another key operation is that of Pooling.
Pooling layers reduce the dimensions of the data by combining the outputs of
neuron clusters at one layer into a single neuron in the next layer. Local pooling
combines small clusters whereas, Global pooling acts on all the neurons of the
convolutional layer. [21] Pooling operations may either consist of Max, Min or
Average operations. [27]These operations are performed over the values looked
by pooling receptive fields in case of local pooling, which also stride in a manner
similar to that of the kernels in a Convolutional layer. Pooling aid in significant
reduction of computation as it is cheaper than convolution operations and also
reduces the size of the feature maps. Apart from computational benefits, it also
leads to increased invariance, which may or may not be a good thing depending
11
upon the task.
Despite popular use of Pooling layers for many tasks, there are literature that
state that pooling layers aren’t necessary to achieve similar effects/performances.
[32, 46]. Increasing the stride of the kernels in the Convolution layer is another
option that one may opt in place of pooling.
Most deep learning architectures that work with images or videos utilize a
variant of the Convolutional Neural Network, utilizing a combination of the
Convolutional, Pooling and Dense layers. VGGNet [37] promoted the usage of
smaller kernel sizes, which would lead to deeper networks. These worked better
in comparison to the traditional networks for image recognition as the deeper
networks added greater non-linearity which helped learn more abstract
representations. The concept of repeating modules became popular after the
VGGNet. However, despite its impressive performance at the time, VGGNet was
computationally expensive due to the large number filters and layers.
GoogLeNet (Inception-Net) [39] introduced the concept of 1× 1 convolutions
to reduce the computations along with the idea to stack feature maps generated
by kernels of various sizes in order to extract features of different scale from a
layer. Despite seeing an increase in performance in the task of image recognition,
the problem of vanishing gradients became a prominent impediment in further
increas of performance due to increasing depth of networks. This was overcome
with the help of Residual blocks introduced in ResNets [12]. Residual blocks, as
inspired by VGGNets used a series of repeating blocks to deepen the network,
however, with the introduction of skip connections to map identity functions in
order to help a healthier flow of gradients through deeper networks.
2.4 Capsule Networks
Sabour et al. [33] developed Capsule Networks as parse trees carved out from a
single multi-layer neural network where each layer is divided into many small
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groups of neurons called as Capsules, corresponding to each node in the parse
tree. Each Capsule vector represents the meta-properties of the feature/entity
the Capsule represents and the overall length of the Capsule represents the
probability of the presence of the entity the Capsule represents. Each active
Capsule chooses its parents from the layer above it using an iterative
attention-like routing process. This dynamic routing process replaces the
max-pooling step from CNNs allowing for better feature globalization and
smarter feature compression.
Since the length of each capsule represents the probability of the presence of
the entity it represents, a non-linear ”squashing” function is used to shrink the
length of the vector sj between 0 and 1, which is denoted by the vector vj, the
output of the capsule j.
During the routing process from capsule i of a given layer to capsule j of the
next layer, the output of capsule i, ui is first multiplied by the matrixWij to give uji.
sj is then calculated as the weighted sum over all uji coming from the previous
layer to capsule j, weighted over the coupling coefficient, cij. The coupling
coefficient cij is calculated as the softmax over all bij, which is the summation of
the agreements, aij between the individual input capsules and output of capsule j
over all the iterations. The agreement, aij, is calculated as the dot product of the
output, vj and the incoming vector, uji.
Since the length of each capsule represents the probability of the presence of
the entity it represents, a non-linear ”squashing” function is used to shrink the
length of this vector between 0 and 1. The output of this non-linearity from







Figure 2.4.1: Dynamic Routing between Capsule Network Layers: The figure
shows the attention like routing mechanism between capsule layers that allow
a capsule to choose its parents via an iterative deterministic process.
where sj is the total input.
During the routing process from capsule i of a given layer to capsule j of the
next layer, the output of capsule i, ui is first multiplied by the matrixWij to give uji.
sj is then calculated as the weighted sum over all uji coming from the previous
layer to capsule j, weighted over the coupling coefficient, cij.





The coupling coefficient cij is calculated as the softmax over all bij, which is the
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summation of the agreements, aij between the individual input capsules and









The Capsule Network introduced by Sabour et al. [33] used a marginal loss
over the capsules in the final layer for optimization along with a reconstruction
loss which helps in regularization. However, the architectures proposed in this
paper do not incorporate the reconstruction loss. Themarginal loss, Lk is defined
as following,
Lk = Tk(max(0,m+ − ||vk||2))2 + λ(1− Tk)(max(0, ||v||2 − m−))2 (2.7)
wherem+ = 0.9,m− = 0.1, Tk = 1 iff the entity of class k is present else, Tk = 0.
λ = 0.5 is used as a a down-weighting factor to prevent shrinking of activity
vectors in the early stages of training.
By incorporating the process of Dynamic Routing over Capsule vectors
derived from spatial features, Capsule Networks exploit the fact that while
viewpoint changes have nonlinear effects at the pixel level, they have linear effects
at the part/object level. Thus, incorporating equivariant properties in relation to
small spatial transformations. This allows Capsule Networks to encode
information relevant to an object in a much more efficient manner, which would
get lost in a a network with deeper levels of invariance, especially with pooling.
The disentanglement of an object’s properties from its presence is observed in the
meta-information stored by the Capsule vectors, whose length corresponds to
the existence of the entity. The autoencoder-like reconstruction experiments in
[33] show that the information stored by the vectors corresponds to the actual
manifold of the objects, thus, also bringing in interpretability. This helps Capsule
Networks learn the representations in a much faster and efficient manner.
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Experiments in Section 4 bolster this and the architectures proposed in this thesis
also benefit from the same.
An incremental effort by [15] on the original Capsule network introduced the
concept of ExpectationMaximization Routing (EM-Routing) in place of
Dynamic Routing between Capsules. EM-Routing treats lower Capsules as data
points that belong to the distribution represented by the higher Capsules,
essentially clustering groups of lower level Capsules to indicate activation of
higher Capsules. Also, the transformation of vector based Capsules into
matrix-based Capsules helped in parameter reduction. However, several rounds
of EM for Capsule clustering proves to be computationally very expensive and
therefore, this thesis doesn’t cover the applications of Matrix Capsules in the
proposed architectures.
To summarize, the spatially equivariant properties inherent in Capsule
Networks lend the following benefits over traditional Convolutional Neural
Networks:
• Viewpoint invariance: the use of pose matrices allows capsule networks to
recognize objects regardless of the perspective fromwhich they are viewed.
• Better performance in comparison to networks of similar parameter size
• Better generalization to novel viewpoints
• Demonstrated adversarial robustness [15]
2.5 Generative Adversarial Networks
Generative Adversarial Networks [9] are finding popular applications as
generative models in diverse scenarios. One of the biggest advantages of GANs is
that they can be trained completely using back-propagation. GANs utilize two
16
Figure 2.5.1: A general GAN architecture where the Discriminator looks at
both - the real and fake images generated by the Generator. The loss func-
tion calculated by the Discriminator’s assessment drives the training of the
Discriminator itself as well as the Generator.
adversary multi-perceptron networks (generator and discriminator) that play a
minimax game where the generator tries to learn the probability distribution pg
over a dataset x. Noise variables pz(z) serve as an input to the mapping function ,
the generator,G(z, θg)with parameters θg. D(x, θd) represents the discriminator
with parameters θd andD(x) represents the probability that the input x came
from the dataset rather than pg. Following equation describes the minimax game





Ex∼pdata(x)[log(D(x)] + Ez∼pz(z)[log(1− D(G(z)))] (2.8)
[2] discussed how KL-divergence, as the proposed loss function in [9], can
lead to uninformative gradients over low-dimensional manifolds where the
intersection between the real and generated data can be very small. Therefore,
they introducedWasserstein GAN (WGAN) that used Earth-Mover’s
(Wasserstein-1) distance as a loss metric, which is continuous and with
near-linear gradients provides a healthy convergence of the generator. WGANs
used gradient clipping as a naive way to hold 1-Lipschitz continuity, which was
later on improved by [10] with the use of gradient penalty. The use ofWasserstein
Distance gave the freedom to use a powerful critic, as a critic that could reach
optimality faster would be able to provide much healthier gradients to the
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generator which would ultimately lead the the generator to learn much better.
However, [10] demonstrated how the use of a gradient clipping used to enforce
1-Lipschitz continuity was a naive approach and therefore led to very strong
regularization of the critic, which ultimately led to underfitting of the model.
Therefore, they introduced Gradient Penalty, λExˆ∼Pxˆ [(||∇xˆD(xˆ)||2 − 1)2] to the
original Wasserstein critic loss which helps bypass the regularization via gradient
clipping. The following shows the new loss function for the critic to minimize,
L = Ex˜∼Pg [D(x˜)]− Ex∼Pr [D(x)] + λExˆ∼Pxˆ [(||∇xˆD(xˆ)||2 − 1)2] (2.9)
where, Px˜ is defined by sampling uniformly across straight lines between pairs of
points sampled from Pr and Pg.
Apart from innovation on the front of loss functions, the newer variants bring
innovation in the form of structure for specific tasks. For example, conditional
GANs [26] use extra label information and result in better quality images and are
able to control how generated images will look based on the input class
information. A structural variant of this is Auxiliary-Conditional GAN [30]
which uses a separate cross-entropy loss from a classifier in conjunction to the
GAN loss for getting class-label structured images. Stack GANs [45] use textual
input to generate a low resolution image based on the description and then a
second super-resolution task conditioned on the low-resolution image and the
input text. Disco GANs [18] learn relationships between different domains and
then use these relationships for style-transfer from one domain to the other while
preserving certain characteristics. However, an important point to note is that
despite the multitude of variations in GAN architectures, tasks related to image
synthesis use variants of CNN-based discriminators.
2.6 Generated Image Evaluation
Evaluating the images synthesized by generative model is a non-trivial task. One
intuitive way to judge the images qualitatively is by the use of human annotators
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but it is a highly subjective process and the results vary greatly, even the ones
coming from single person. Therefore, Inception Score, a quantitative measure,
was introduced by [34], which is given by,
IS = eExKL(p(y|x)||p(y) (2.10)
Inception score is found to be correlated with the human judgment of image
quality and therefore, is one of the most widely used metric for evaluating image
generative systems.
However, as many have pointed out [3, 4, 13], Inception Score does not take
diversity of the images within a class into consideration. The generator can get
away with a high score even if it replicated one image per class. Therefore, [11]
tried to introduce the modified-Inception Score, given by
mIS = eExi [Exj [KL(p(y|xi)||p(y|xj))]] (2.11)
This rewards the high entropy of class-conditional probabilities of images
within a class. But this doesn’t necessarily mean all the images in the given will be
of good quality. This score would fail in a scenario where the generator has
synthesized diverse, yet perfect images within a class and for all the classes. To
address problems arising out of evaluating generated images over void, [13]
introduced the Frechet Inception Distance Score that uses theWasserstein-2
distance between the activations for the real and generated images. It assumes
that the activations from the two datasets follow a Gaussian distribution given by
(μr,Cr) and (μf,Cf) and the lesser the distance between them, the better are the
samples generated. It is given as follows,
||μr − μf||22 + Tr(Cr + Cf − 2(CrCf)1/2 (2.12)
However, there is no metric that disentangles the quality of images synthesized
from the diversity of the generated images in a manner where diversity is achieved
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in a semantic sense. Quantification of diversityin image space on a semantic scale
is difficult as it will be inherently dependent on the actor’s biases. [40] tries to
convert the problem of diversity into that of distances as it calls images ”further
away” from each other to be more diverse than images ”closer” to each other.




This thesis proposes the conditional and non-conditional architectures of
Capsule GANs which incorporate equivariance as a part of the discriminator.
The architectures allow for various forms of equivariances to be incorporated as a
part of the architecture while allowing the network to remain relatively shallower
in comparison to networks with similar properties and comparable performance.
This section deals with the exact details for the proposed architectures.
3.1 Capsule GAN
This architecture uses Capsule Networks as a discriminator in place of a
Convolutional Neural Network used in DCGANs. It can be seen in Fig. [3.1.1],
our Capsule Network uses two Capsule layers: Primary and Secondary Capsule
layers, in which, there is no routing between the Convolutional layer and the
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Figure 3.1.1: Capsule GAN Architecture
Primary Capsules. Routing exists only between the Primary and Secondary
Capsules. The Secondary Capsule layer consists of only one Capsule and the
”squashing” non-linearity used in the Primary Capsule layer is not applied here.
The length of the activity vectors of this Capsule represents the score of the critic.
We use the critic loss function described in Eqn. [3.1], where the criticD returns
the length of the output capsule.
LD = Ex˜∼Pg [D(x˜)]− Ex∼Pr [D(x)] + λExˆ∼Pxˆ [(||∇xˆD(xˆ)||2 − 1)2] (3.1)
Whereas, the generator loss function is described as follows:
LG = −Ex∼P(z) − D(Gθ(x)) (3.2)
where P(z) represents the prior distribution serving as the input to the
generatorGθ.
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3.2 Conditional Split-Auxiliary Capsule GAN
For conditional generation, apart from receiving random variables generated
from a Gaussian distribution, the generator also receives the class from which it
must synthesize the image. The two vectors are then concatenated and utilized by
the generator as a latent space representation of the image to be synthesized.
The discriminator uses a variation of the auxiliary-conditional architecture
described by [29]. The discriminator consists of a similar architecture up to the
Primary Capsule layer as described in Section 3.1. The Primary Capsules then
serve as an input for two different Secondary Capsule layers: Primary Critic and
Secondary Classifier. The Primary Critic scores the input images as being fake or
real whereas, the Secondary Classifier classifies the image into the class label it
belongs to. TheWasserstein Loss from the Primary Critic and theMarginal Loss
from the Secondary Classifier (Eqn. [3.3]) are then coupled together.
Lk = Tk(max(0,m+ − ||vk||2))2 + λ(1− Tk)(max(0, ||v||2 − m−))2 (3.3)
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Figure 3.2.1: Architecture of Conditional Split-Auxiliary Capsule GAN
Let the Primary Critic Loss be LP (Eqn. [3.1]), Secondary Marginal Loss be
LSc (Eqn. [3.3]) and the Generator Loss from Eqn. [3.2] be denoted by LGW . The
losses for the Discriminator(LD) and the Generator(LG) is given as follows:
LD = LP + LSx∈P(r)|y=c(x) + LSx∈P(z)|y=c(Gθ(x)) (3.4)
LG = −LGW + LSx∈P(z)|y=c(Gθ(x)) (3.5)
whereGθ is the generator with parameters θ, P(r) corresponds to the
probability distribution of the dataset, P(z) corresponds to the probability
distribution of the prior to the generator, k ∈ {P(r), P(z)}, y is the class label of
the image, and c corresponds to the intended class of the image. The Secondary
Marginal Losses force the discriminator to the learn the representation of an
image conditionally over a label. The split architecture allows for the Primary and
Secondary Capsule Classifiers to borrow from the same set of extracted features
in the Primary Capsules for 2 tasks - critiquing the validity of the image and
classifying the class of the image. Apart from helping the Primary Capsules learn
features for the class of an object, the split-architecture also helps reduce
computational overheads due to a completely autonomous second classifier.
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Figure 3.3.1: Generalized Capsule GAN for incorporating task specific equiv-
ariance or invariance
3.3 Capsule GAN Architecture for Task-Specific Equivari-
ance
The structure of Capsule Network allows integration of equivariance or
invariance as required by the task. The initial convolution layer can be replaced
by a layer that incorporates the required properties of task dependent
equivariance (such as rotational equivariance) into the discriminator, without
significant change in the overall structure. Referencing Fig. 3.3.1, the feature
extraction step of the Capsule Network can be altered in order to extract features
that correspond to the required properties. It is in this layer that equivariance and
invariance in the features extracted can be adjusted.
Addition of pooling layers such as max-pool or average-pool after a
convolution layer on the input image allows for greater invariance between the
extracted features. This is used to evaluate the direct impact of the addiction of
invariance to the network.
This block can also be used to add equivariance for specific tasks. In order to
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Figure 3.3.2: Harmonic Capsule GAN Architecture
incorporate rotational equivariance into the discriminator, harmonic
convolutional layers can be added. Referencing Fig 3.3.2, the synthesized image
is the input to the harmonic convolutional layer. This is succeeded by further 2
harmonic convolution layers with 2 streams of rotational frequency ofmε{0, 1}.
The output from these streams is then concatenated and reshaped into the
Primary Capsules. Note that the convolution layer in the Primary Capsule layer






As a part of this section, we compare the results the images generated by the
traditional Convolutional Neural Network basedWGANmodels with the
proposed Capsule Network based discriminative GANs for both - conditional
and non-conditional generation.
As a part of the assessment, we have trained our architectures on multiple
datasets. We have compared the results from our proposed architectures with the
images generated by ImprovedWasserstein GAN, that utilizes a CNN critic with
a similar number of backpropagation trainable parameters. We can see in Fig.
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Figure 4.1.1: Images on the left are generated by our architecture whereas,
the ones on the right are generated by Improved Wasserstein GAN, both
trained over 5 epochs.
Figure 4.1.2: Images on the left are generated by our architecture whereas,
the ones on the right are generated by Improved Wasserstein GAN, both
trained over 5 epochs.
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Figure 4.1.3: Images on the left are generated by Auxiliary-Conditional Im-
proved Wasserstein DCGAN trained over MNIST for 100 epochs Whereas, the
images on the right are generated by Split-auxiliary Conditional Capsule GAN
trained over MNIST for 5 epochs. The digits being compared are - 3, 5, 6, 7,
9. We can can observe that the images generated by our model are visually
much better than the images generated by DCGAN despite being trained over
significantly lesser number of samples.
[4.1.1] that the proposed unconditional architecture, trained onMNIST [23]
and Fashion-MNIST [42] datasets, synthesizes images with high visual fidelity
even in the earlier epochs. We have also trained our model on CelebA [43] to
synthesis images with a resolution of 64x64. The results in Fig. [4.1.4] have been
generated in 50 epochs.
We also synthesized rotatedMNIST images by training Conditional Improved
Wasserstein GAN and Conditional Split-Auxiliary Capsule GAN on anMNIST
dataset which has images with rotations of: 0, 90, 180, 270 degrees. We can see in
Fig. [4.1.3], that despite our architecture being trained for only 5 epochs, the
quality of the images generated by it surpasses the quality of the images generated
by Conditional ImprovedWasserstein GANwhich was trained over 100 epochs
over the same dataset. One can clearly see that the our model has been able to
pick up really strong features even in the earlier epochs to distinguish between a
’6’ and a rotated ’9’. It is easy to see that our model has learned to distinguish
between the two by the curvature of the tail in the two digits. These results
bolster our key idea of having a split-classifier that optimizes the class
conditionals and the process of critiquing simultaneously in one network.
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Figure 4.1.4: 64x64 resolution images generated from CelebA in 50 epochs
by Capsule GAN
Figure 4.1.5: Inception Scores of Capsule GAN and IWGAN being trained
over a fraction of the MNIST dataset
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The images synthesized by our architectures achieve state-of-the-art results for
MNIST dataset and that too with significantly lesser amount of training data as
well as training epochs. Referencing Fig. [4.1.5], we can see that the Capsule
GAN architectures achieve very high Inception Scores from the early training
epochs itself. The ability to achieve such high scores by looking at just 1/8th of
the samples is a testament of the ability of Capsule Networks to encode a
dataset’s distribution in a much better manner. The top Inception Score achieved
by our architecture is 9.58, whereas the test partition fromMNIST achieved a
score of 9.92. The conditional architecture were also able to achieve
state-of-the-art performance with a score of 9.99, achieving almost the theoretical
limit for equal distribution of perfect samples from each class.
We calculate the FID Score for the generated images using a trained Capsule
Network classifier. We use a Capsule Network because it achieves state of the art
performance on the datasets with faster training time. With Inception Network,
we were able to achieve only 98.3% accuracy onMNIST, whereas we were able to
get 99.72% accuracy with Capsule Networks. Since Capsule Network can
capture better features than the Inception Network, it will be a better judge of the
features present in the synthesized images.
For MNIST, where use the activations of the Secondary Capsule whose length
is the maximum. Whereas, for CelebA, there can be multiple classes present in an
image and therefore, we consider a class to be active if the vector length
corresponding to its Secondary Capsule is greater than 0.5. The Secondary
Capsules of active classes are then stacked class-wise for calculating the FID. We
show the class-wise FID scores for all the classes of MNIST and the first 10
classes for CelebA. Referencing Table [4.1.1], we can see that our model achieves
significantly better FID scores onMNIST as well as CelebA.
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4.2 Effects of Equivariance and Invariance
While optimizing the GAN loss function, one would want that the GAN
generator is able to capture the entire manifold of the training images, thus,
leading to visual fidelity and diversity. In Fig [4.2.1], there are 3 different
manifolds - training image manifold, manifold captured by the generator and the
complete image manifold. It is possible that the training images themselves may
not be able to capture the entire manifold of the possible images, therefore, in this
case, the training image manifold is a smaller subset of the possible manifold.
Elaborating on Fig. [4.2.1], A represents the region of the training images
covered by the generator, whereas B represents the region of training images
missed by the generator which corresponds to lack of coverage. Region C
represents the manifold covered neither by the training images, nor the generator
whereas, E represents the region of true novelty, where the generator is
producing images that do not belong to the manifold of the training samples but
are still visually correct and regionD represents the region of incorrect samples
being generated by the generator. The ideal scenario would be the maximization
of regions A and E and minimization of regions B andD. Since region C is
intractable, it might be difficult to to calculate the region E. Therefore, in the
following discussions we will be looking out for only maximizing the region A
over B and minimizing the regionD.
Upon visualizing the Capsule representations of theMNIST images in Fig.
[4.2.2], we can see that the images generated by Capsule GAN has a greater
coverage over the secondary principal axis in comparison to that of the images
generated by the IWGAN.We can see that the overlap region, for Capsule GAN
is much larger than the overlap region for IWGAN.Most of the images generated
by IWGAN are packed closely and have lesser coverage over the real data
manifold. The point to note is that despite achieving visual fidelity in images,
IWGANwas not successful in capturing the complete manifold discovered by
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Figure 4.2.1: Overlap of complete image manifold, training data manifold
and generative model generator model learned manifold
the Capsule Network projection, in other words, it had inferior coverage as well
as diversity in the attributes of the samples it generated. Since, these are
projections from the Capsule space, we attribute such a behaviour of the IWGAN
to the lack of ability of the CNN critic to learn the features unearthed by the
Capsule Network. The principal of serializing positional invariant layers leads to
a systematic failure of coverage, making the IWGAN oblivious to the features
that Capsule GAN is able to pick up.
Fig. [4.2.3] shows the Capsule projections of synthesized rotated-MNIST into
R2 using PCA. It is strongly evident here that the Capsule GAN strongly benefits
with the equivariance in the critic over CNN critics with progressive invariance.
images synthesized by Capsule GANs show greater coverage and significantly
lesser extraneous sections over the true manifold in comparison to that of the
IWGANwith a CNN critic. Class-0 images generated by our architecture shows
greater coverage over the second principal axis in comparison to the CNN based
critic architectures. Similarly, we can observe that Class-7 images generated by
the CNN-based critics are scattered all over the space with images being out of
the manifold, whereas we can certainly see a lesser degree of images generated by
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Figure 4.2.2: Projection of Capsule representation of MNIST class-5 images
in R2 by projecting Capsule vectors on the two largest PCA components of
Capsules corresponding to the training images
Figure 4.2.3: Projection of Capsule representation of Rotated-MNIST class-
0 images (left) and class-7 (right) in R2 by projecting Capsule vectors on the
two largest PCA components of Capsules corresponding to the training images
our architecture lying out of manifold.
Another set of experiments shows that the level of invariance and equivariance
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in a network allows alters the structure of the representations learned. These
experiments involve varying invariance in the Capsule Discriminator by addition
of different degrees of max and average pooling layers into the Primary Capsule
layer. By nature, since max-pooling passes all but one activation, it adds greater
invariance in comparison to average-pooling, as averages would tend to be an
aggregation of all the local activations.
As a part of these experiment, Capsule GANs with varying amounts of
invariance are trained on theMNIST dataset with no rotations. Invariance is
varied by the kind of pooling layer - max and average, and the strength of pooling
over Capsules - the pooling kernel size. The images generated by these models are
then evaluated by the Inception Score (which takes into account the quality of
the samples, i.e., penalize for high entropy in intra-class activation distributions;
and diversity of the samples generated by promoting high inter-class entropy)
and the accuracy of classifying images in MNIST datasets with maximum
rotations of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 degrees, clockwise or anti-clockwise.
Referencing Fig. [4.2.4], we can see that in the plots for the model with vanilla
Capsule Network Discriminator, there is a strong positive correlation between
the performance of the GANDiscriminator on the datasets and the Inception
scores achieved by the images generated by the GAN.This means that the critic
has learned a representation that performs well even on novel view points while
also helping generate diverse samples of high visual fidelity. However, this trend
is disturbed by the addition of pooling layers which essentially distort the
extracted spatial features and thus, obstruct what the following layers see. As can
be seen in the plots, this the disturbance in the trends becomes more apparent
with stronger pooling effects.
Divergence from the trends in the critics with the average pooling layers isn’t
as strong as in the critics with max-pooling layers. In average pooling layers, we
can see a general dip in the accuracy of the critic in classifying the samples with
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induced rotations as real despite having the GAN deliver images with just slightly
lower inception scores. However, in case of max-pooling layers, we can see a
strong deviation from the original trend as the critics with the highest accuracy,
that is, critics that classified most of the images with induced rotations as ”real”,
also led to the worst inception scores - meaning either images with low visual
fidelity or lack of inter-class diversity. Further analysis showed a drop in both
visual fidelity and inter-class diversity. Also, points with high inception score
have a low accuracy - meaning that the model is producing the images of visual
fidelity and inter-class diversity but while learning a limited view of the manifold
as such critics end up classifying most of the ”real” images as ”fake”. This shows
that the models with max-pooling are learning poorer representations of the
dataset which leads them to either classify points from the extraneous manifolds
as ”real” or learning a limited view of the true manifold. Thus, leading to poorer
critics and poorly synthesized images.
4.3 Inferences from Experiments
In the earlier sections, we have discussed about Capsule Networks being able to
capture spatial relationships better and therefore, better features in images when
compared to CNNs. A direct impact was seen in the quantity of the training data
and epochs required to achieve state of the art results. The Primary Capsule layer
looks at the complete image and all the lower-Capsules contribute to the
Capsules in the Secondary Capsule layer weighted by the agreements between
them. This gives a better global view of the features when compared to CNNs
which only look at local features progressively through the layers. Thus, Capsules
are able to capture certain features which are completely missed out by the
CNNs.
Apart from having an impact on the training statistics, there is a strong impact
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on the diversity of the images generated by a GAN having a critic that learns
invariant features. Referring to one of our key ideas aboutWasserstein GAN
critics that the generators image synthesis quality is only as good as the critic that
judges it. If the critic is unable to capture all the aspects of the true image
distribution, then theWasserstein Loss tries to pull the distribution of the
synthesized images to the more occluded critic’s understanding of the
distribution. Thus, limiting the overall coverage of the generated distribution
over the actual distribution. Experiments from the previous sections show that
such spatially invariant representations of images and features indeed lead to
poorly learned representations of the datasets and lead either to a lower coverage
of the manifold or learning of an extraneous manifold. Thus, synthesizing poorer
images.
Therefore, a critic architecture that can cover equivariance over a
transformation that is intrinsic to a dataset, can significantly boost the
performance of the GAN in terms of the speed of convergence and image quality.
For example, datasets with intrinsic rotations in them can be handled with












































































































































































































































Figure 4.2.4: We can see that the model with no pooling layers (bottom) in
the Capsule Discriminator has a strong correlation with the increase in the In-
ception score of the model. The deterioration in accuracy of the discriminator
starts with the introduction of max and average pooling of a pooling size of 2
(middle and top left respectively). With application of stronger max and av-
erage pooling layers with kernels of size 4 (middle and top right respectively),
we can see a stronger deviation in the discriminator accuracy with respect to




Building up on the foundation that positional-equivariance is superior to
positional invariance in image based tasks, successive convolutional layers,
especially with the use of intermittent pooling layers, leads to a lossy compression
of the image. On the other hand, models with bake d-in equivariance, like
Capsule Networks, learn representations that disentangle meta-features from the
features themselves. This aids them become better feature learners which enables
them to get better performance in comparison to CNNs, even with significantly
lesser amount of training data and training epochs.
Since the critic in a GAN is the torch bearer for the process of manifold
learning, incorporating networks with the right kind of equivariance can be be
beneficial for faster learning of the manifold, as well as for the quality of the
manifold being learned. This document explored that spatial-equivariance is a
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better property than spatial-invariance for the task of image-synthesis and thus,
incorporating Capsule Networks as critics yields much better performance in
terms of the speed of manifold learning, image quality and image diversity.
The fact that replacing Convolutional Neural Networks with Capsule
Networks could bring significant improvements to the overall performance of
GANs, points us in a direction which encourages exploration of various different
kinds of equivariances for different tasks. A task-based equivariant property in a
critic can significantly improve the performance of the GANs and also reduce
pave way for faster manifold learning with lesser amount of data.
Another direction to look forward into is the inversion of Capsule Network in
order to use it as a Generator. This would require decoding the images
represented in a Capsule to be mapped back into the real image space. However,
inverting the Dynamic Routing process is non-trivial but to overcome this, one
might look into theMatrix Capsules that use ExpectationMaximization Routing.
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